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h i g h l i g h t s
� Injection of hydrogen through a T junction leads to poor mixing and high concentrations of hydrogen on pipe walls.

� Stratification leads to higher hydrogen concentration near upper pipe wall.

� Higher hydrogen concentration on walls leads to the embrittlement of high-tensile steels.

� ASME B31.3 indicates that gas pressure needs to be decreased which contrasts with the energy flux constraint.
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The injection of pure hydrogen at a T-junction into a horizontal pipe carrying natural gas is

analysed computationally to understand the influence of blending and pipe geometry

(diameter ratio, various 90� orientations) on mixing, for a target of 4.8e20% volume fraction

hydrogen blend. The strongly inhomogeneous distribution of hydrogen within the pipe

flow and on the pipe walls could indicate the location of potential pipe material degra-

dation including embrittlement effects.

The low molecular mass of hydrogen reduces the penetration of a side-branch flow and

increases the buoyancy forces leading to stratification with high hydrogen concentrations

on the upper pipe surface, downstream of the branch. Top-side injection leads to the

hydrogen concentration remaining >40% for up to 8 pipe diameters from the injection

point for volumetric dilutions ( D) less than 30%. Under-side injection promotes mixing

within the flow interior and reduces wall concentration at the lower surface, compared to

top-side injection.

The practical implications for these results, in terms of mixing requirements and the

contrasting constraint of codes of practice and energy demands, are discussed.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction
The international drive to limit climate change is centered

around reducing the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere. The
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3000 kg per household per annum e comes simply from

heating. The current proposal is to reduce CO2 generation

through the increased reliance on heat pumps or by switching

to natural gas blended with increasing proportions of

hydrogen. The general proposition is that blending hydrogen

at concentrations 5e20% by volume with natural gas, would
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not require changes in the end of use devices (such as boilers),

with a long term expectation that the hydrogen fraction could

be raised and varied within different piping networks. Most

attention is focused on the production of green hydrogen from

renewable energy sources, such as wind or solar, that will

enable excess energy to be converted to hydrogen [1e3]. From

a network perspective, a key question is where the hydrogen

could be injected into the gas network since the source of

hydrogen production is unlikely to be coincidentwith the inlet

of the pipe network. This has been the topic of considerable

discussion where research has looked at the steady state and

transient distribution of hydrogen in a natural gas pipeline

and its influence on pressure drops and resistance [2,4,5].

The key element of hydrogen injection is how it is intro-

duced into the network. In this paper we look at issues asso-

ciatedwith creating a blendedmixture through the injection of

pure hydrogen into natural gas in a pipe flow via a simple 90�

branch and the implications for material selections. In the

nineteenth century, hydrogen was a component of ‘town’ gas

supplies for some considerable time due to the method of

production (from coal), with hydrogen concentrations up to

30% by volume (see Ref. [6]), along with a number of corrosive

sulphurous by-products. Some locations, such as Honolulu,

still retain the use of town gas. Hydrogen is commonly trans-

ported in liquid or gas form over considerable distances (at

pressure) in infrastructure designed a priori to accommodate

hydrogen. From a metallurgical perspective, hydrogen has the

potential to permeate into manymaterials including the steels

commonly used in gas pipelines. TheUKengineering challenge

is to repurpose a network, where the allowable maximum

concentration of hydrogen is 0.1%, into a network capable to

supporting far greater hydrogen levels. Currently the UK gas

transmission network is predominately fabricated in steel

while the local distribution network includes a significant

proportion of composites and polymers [7]. The limit of

hydrogen volume fraction is based on local laws, which vary

significantly across Europe, from 0.5% in Sweden, 4% inAustria

and Switzerland, 6% in France to 12% in the Netherlands [8].

The upper limit on hydrogen concentration depends on the

materials selected and over-pressure constraints exercised

through local codesofpractice. It is clear that theseupper limits

must be safely raised to deliver green hydrogen.

Blending hydrogen into natural gas introduces two dia-

metrically opposite constraints from energy delivery and

material selection. The first consequence is that while the

(useable) energy density of pure hydrogen is greater than

natural gas (at 145 MJ kg�1 compared to 53 MJ kg�1), hydrogen

has a density which is 9 times lower, meaning that at fixed

pressure, blending hydrogen reduces the effective energy (per

unit volume). This can only be remediated by higher blend flow

rates or raised pressure. The macroscopic consequences of

hydrogen blends on pumping configuration have been dis-

cussed in Ref. [9]. The second consequence is that hydrogen

embrittles carbon steel, particularly high tensile steels, and

this may require a reduction in pressure (as per [10]) as a

means of reducing the likelihood of failure.

Gases streams (with compositional or temperature differ-

ences) are usually blended by injecting one gas through a side

branch or T-junction into amain gas header pipe [11]. A typical

scenario is top-side injection into a horizontal pipe flow (see
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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Fig. 1). The low density of hydrogen introduces two fluid me-

chanical problems - it has a low penetration factor owing to

low inertia and buoyancy effects may be significant with

mixing greatly reduced and the mixture tending to stratify

[12]. While there has been considerable research into the

combustion of injected hydrogen jets [13] or injected into

pipes via microchannels [14], there has been little research on

injecting hydrogen into natural gas pipes in scenarios when

buoyancy effects are important.

At the core of the blending issue is the mixing that occurs

due to hydrogen injection under conditions typical within

industry. Blending typically occurs at a T-junction e as shown

in Fig. 1 where pure hydrogen is injected into a horizontal flow

of natural gas (to be modelled here as methane). The two key

variables are the mixing ratio or dilution factor of the config-

uration and the T-junction geometry. Two variants of the

standard T-junction are the centrally placed top-side and

under-side branch junction and the laterally displaced e or

Hillside e junction which is set to generate swirl in the header

pipe. Whilst it is traditional to inject from above, it is worth

contrasting with underside injection where the buoyant rise

of hydrogen has a greater potential to promote mixing. This is

further discussed below.

Mixing at T-junctions is extremely well-studied, particu-

larly when thermal effects are important. The majority of the

published studies relate to the mixture of hot and cold water

(under pressure) [15e18] with attention paid to the thermal

fluctuations on walls which generate cyclic thermal loading

and the potential for crack formation [17,19,20]. In this paper,

the scientific gap comes from the unusually large density

contrast from hydrogen injection which has no analogy to

liquid systems. Of vital importance is to quantify the

hydrogen concentration adjacent to thewalls because this has

a bearing on the potential for embrittlement. The assumption

that mixing occurs almost immediately upon introduction is

most definitely one that needs to be tested.

The influence of hydrogen on steels at moderate ambient

temperatures is generally well-known [21]. Hydrogen uptake

by a steel embrittles the metal via a number of atomistic

mechanisms leading to increased fracture growth rates [22].

Embrittlement principally reduces the metal's ductility and in

turn this affects mechanical properties such as fracture

toughness. The toughness of a material is arguably of greater

significance than its strength as it is the toughness that de-

termines the practical strength of amaterial in the presence of

the many types of defects, both intrinsic and introduced, that

a material (and fabricated component) contains. A drop in

toughness, accumulating over time, when combined with

existing defects (for example, porosity or welding defects), can

easily render design calculations ineffective.

Welds are also particularly susceptible to hydrogen

embrittlement and its effects, this being a consequence of

several factors including the presence of microstructured

phases that are themselves already at lower toughness than

the surrounding ‘parent’ material, but also the existence of

defects (introduced during welding) and the likelihood of

thermal residual stress (again due to the welding process), all

of which combine to make welds by definition critical areas

for cracking and failure. Embrittlement can also reduce

component lifetimeswhen fatigue crack growth is considered.
en into a natural gas pipeline, International Journal of Hydrogen
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Fig. 1 e Schematic of a T-junction. The flow domain consists of a main inlet, branch inlet and outlet, which are labelled as 1,

2 and o respectively. The problem consists of the injection of pure hydrogen through the branch inlet into a main line

through which pure methane is introduced. The notation used in the analysis and mesh quality are indicated.
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This is, again, simply a consequence of the reduction in frac-

ture toughness e making the critical crack size required for

fracture much less, and hence reducing the time needed for

such a crack to form under fatigue conditions. Hydrogen has

also been found to accelerate fatigue crack growth rates per

se, thus ensuring that the critical defect size is reached faster.

In this paper, a computational methodology is applied to

explore the general influence of injection rates, geometry and

direction on hydrogen mixing during injection. The typical

range of values met in practice and modelling assumption are

first elaborated before the details of the computational model

are described. The distribution of hydrogen within the pipe

are discussed in section on numerical results. The broad

practical implications for hydrogen injection into pipes are

discussed before conclusions are made.
Model description

In the UK, the current natural gas network consists of 18 inch

(460 mm) diameter pipes operating at p1 ¼ 6.9 MPa ([23], see

Table 6). The gas speed is typically about u1¼ 10m s�1. The gas

temperature varies from 5o C to 45o C depending on proximity

to the compressor station. The pipes are usually buried and
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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the ground temperature (at 3m below the surface) is relatively

constant at around 11.2o C and is set here as T1 ¼ 284 K. The

temperature of the injected hydrogen is taken to be T2 ¼ 293 K.

While it is important to acknowledge and include thermal

effects, the influence of temperature differences on density

differences and buoyancy effects are negligible compared to

compositional differences caused by hydrogen and methane.

A schematic of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. As described

earlier, this consists of a branch flow of pure hydrogen with a

co-flow of natural gas. Natural gas is a complex mixture of

gases [23] (see Table 3, p. 14) with the largest component being

methane (92.42%), followed by nitrogen (3.67%) and ethane

(3.02%). For simplicity, the main line flow is modelled as

methane (with a molecular mass of MCH4 ¼ 16g mol�1).

The requirement is to have a target average hydrogen vol-

ume concentration in the range of 5e20%. This is relevant

because it has a bearing on the inlet condition. The local mass

fraction of hydrogen is denoted as YH2 and since there are only

two species present, the concentration of methane is YCH4 ¼
1� YH2 . Under ideal gas conditions, the density of the main

line inlet and branch inlet gas streams are determined by the

local pressure and temperature through

r1 ¼
MCH4p1

RgT1
; r2 ¼

MH2
p2

RgT2
; (1)
en into a natural gas pipeline, International Journal of Hydrogen
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where Rg is the ideal gas constant andM is themolecular mass

of the species. Given the (molar) concentration of hydrogen is

½H2� ¼ rYH2
MH2

, where r is the local average mixture density, the

(local) mole fraction of hydrogen is therefore

VR ¼ b

1þ b
; (2)

where

b ¼ YH2

1� YH2

MCH4

MH2

: (3)

Given the target for VR lies in the range of 0.05e0.2, then YH2

lies in the range 0.003e0.0125. The relationship between

average volume fraction and inlet conditions can be under-

stood from the conservation of mass and species. The con-

servation of mass requires

1
4
pr1u1d

2
1 þ

1
4
pr2u2d

2
2 ¼

1
4
prouod

2
1; (4)

where the subscript ‘o0 denotes the output condition. The

conservation of hydrogen species requires the injected mass

flux of hydrogen to be equal to the flux of homogenous blend

leaving ‘o0, or

1
4
pr2u2d

2
2 ¼

1
4
pYH2 ;orouod

2
1; (5)

where YH2 ;o is the average mass fraction of hydrogen at the

flow outlet. From (1,2,5,6) the exit mass fraction of the

hydrogen is

YH2 ;o ¼
MH2

MCH4

a

1þ a
; a ¼ Dp1

p2

T2

T1
; (6)

where the volumetric dilution is

D ¼
�
d2

d1

�2u2

u1
: (7)

This provides a link between the inlet conditions and the exit

conditions, expressed in terms of a volumetric dilution factor,

pressure and temperature. The inlet pressure differential is

small due to the short pipe lengths considered so that p1/p2z 1.

To achieve a target volume fraction,VR, we look at a sweep over

values of volumetric dilution over the range ofD ¼ 0:05, 0.1, 0.2

to 0.3, with the geometrical differences of d2/d1¼ 1/2, 1/4. These

values define the velocity ratio u2/u1 through equation (7). This

gives VR ¼ 0.047, 0.086, 0.149, 0.196 respectively. From (1), the

ratio of the density of pure hydrogen to pure methane at the

inlets is r2
r1
¼ MH2

MCH4

p1
p2

T2
T1

� 1=8; since MH2/MCH4 ¼ 1/8 e far larger

than the thermal effect since T2/T1 ~ 1.04. This is an unusually

large density contrast for single-phase flows. The momentum

ratio of the side branch to the main line,

MR ¼ r2u
2
2

r1u
2
1

¼ MH2

MCH4

D2

�
d1

d2

�4

; (8)

provides an objective measure of the potential for mixing to

occur due to injection. For MR < 1, jet penetration is expected

to beweak and this is likely to occur at low dilution factors and

larger diameter side branches (d2/d1 ¼ 1/2).
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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Mathematical model

Model choice

The physical problem consists of two non-reacting gases

mixing as they move through a pipe; the high Reynolds

numbermeans that turbulence is a critical feature of the flow.

Denoting the velocity as ui, the pressure p and effective dy-

namic viscosity me, the conservation of momentum is

vðruiÞ
vt

þ v
�
ruiuj

�
vxj

¼ �vp
vxi

þ v

vxj

�
me

�
vui

vxj
þ vuj

vxi

��
þ rfi; (9)

where fi is the gravitational body force acting on the flow. The

gas species is represented as a mass fraction Y*ð¼ YH2
;YCH4 Þ

and are advected according to

vðrY*Þ
vt

þ V,ðrY*uÞ ¼ V,ðmeVY*Þ (10)

The energy equation is cast in terms of the evolution of

enthalpy h, where

vðrhÞ
vt

þ vðruihÞ
vxi

þ vðrKÞ
vt

þ vðruiKÞ
vxi

� vp
vt

¼ V,ðmeVhÞ þ Ri (11)

where the (specific) kinetic energy is K ¼ 1=2u2
i . The temper-

ature is determined iteratively from he since the temperature

variation is small in this study and we set cp ¼ h/T as a con-

stant for each species. The heat capacities are set as cp-
¼ 14,320 J kg�1 K�1 and 2231.5, for hydrogen and methane

respectively.

Turbulence modelling

There are a large number of models of turbulence that are

suitable for describing the closure of the turbulent stresses

with strong thermal effects. A validation exercise was organ-

ised by [24] who described a comparative study betweenmany

different computational models for T-junction mixing of

warm and cold water streams. The top ten studies that

compared most successfully to the experiments were based

on a large-eddy (LES) formulation, typically with a DDES

model to better account for turbulence production near a wall

whilst taking advantage of the LES model within the flow

interior. Based on the outcome of [24], the Spalart-Allmaras

DES model [25,26] was applied in this paper; this model in-

troduces a single equation describing the evolution of the

turbulent viscosity.

Boundary conditions

Fig. 1 shows the flow geometry of the flow problem. The flow

entering the main pipe and branch were set with a standard

power-law fit, typical of a turbulent inlet flow, where the

normal velocity ur ¼ u*

�
1�

�
2r
d*

�2
�1

n

, where r is the distance

from the pipe centre on the inlet faces and n ¼ 7. The volume

flux is Q* ¼ nu*pd2*=4ðnþ1Þ.
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Implementation and validation

The model was solved using standard modules available with

OpenFOAM which is a general computational package for

solving PDEs in a highly abstracted manner. The standard

solver rhoReactingBuoyantFoam was applied, tracking the H2

and CH4 species. The turbulencemodel SpalartAllmaraDDEwas

applied, with both combustion and reactions switched off.

The mesh was generated using snappyHexMesh with an

applied boundary layer mesh, refinement in the vicinity of the

side branch, but otherwise of uniform size. The mesh varied

from 2.8 to 4.8 M cells. Calculations were run up to t ¼ 5 and

averaged over the period 4e5 s.

A validation exercise was performed to test the numerical

simulations. Since the mixing process is dominated by the

local geometry of the T-junction, a validation case based on

this configuration was chosen. The OECD CFD test case [27]

involved a comprehensive experimental study of the liquid

flow statistics near a T-junction and comparative summary of

the results from a number of codes is reported by Ref. [24].

Here we chose [28], characterised by Q1/Q2 ¼ 1, d1/d2 ¼ 1, and

compared themean and rms statistics of the streamwise flow.

The turbulent flow was calculated for a gas system with a

Froude number that matched the branch flow

ðFr¼ U2 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijr1 � r2jg=r1

p Þ from Ref. [28]. Fig. 2 shows the setup

and comparison between the near field mean flow and sta-

tistics for a mesh of 2 M cells which is typical of the mesh

quality throughout the study. The agreement is good. We

observed that for meshes smaller than 500 k cells, the turbu-

lence statistics tended to be under predicted. The simulations

were also compared with the case of a water system, giving a

similar accuracy as indicated in Fig. 2(b).
Numerical results

Influence of injection rate

Fig. 3(a) shows the instantaneous volume fraction VR of

hydrogen in a vertical slice through the flow (for a fixed d1/

d2 ¼ 1/4) and the volumetric dilution factor, D, varying from

0.05 to 0.3. For the lowest volume fraction, the momentum
Fig. 2 e (a) Validation exercise using [28] with Q1/Q2 ¼ 1, d1/d2 ¼
distribution at t ¼ 10. The main channel flow is T1 ¼ 2888 K wi

centreline vertical plane a distance 1.86d1 from the branch inle
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ratio MR ¼ 0.08 is sufficiently low that the inlet flow is imme-

diately deflected by the incident flow and the hydrogen is

confined to a thin layer near the upper portion of the pipe. The

confinement is maintained by the buoyancy difference be-

tween the diluted hydrogen mixture and methane.

For D ¼ 0:1, the interaction between the flow in the main

line and branch inlet generates an unsteady flow. The un-

steadiness is characterised by a timescale approximately

determined by the advective speed u1 past the side branch

of diameter d2 and with a typical Strouhal number of St ~

0.2, giving a shedding frequency of fs ¼ u1St/d2 which is

expected to show a weak dependence on u2. This is

confirmed in Fig. 3(a) where the puffs are separated by about

0.8 m. With increasing branch velocity, the penetration in-

creases and starts to interact with the opposite wall beyond

D ¼ 0:2. For D ¼ 0:3, the branch flow flaps between two

states - shedding along the upper wall and penetrating to

the opposite surface.

Fig. 3(b) shows the hydrogen volume fraction averaged over

a period of 1s, VR, and confirms the confinement of hydrogen

in the upper portion of the pipe for D<0:3 and the jet

confinement to the upper and lower walls for D ¼ 0:3. The

maximum hydrogen concentration in the vertical plane VRm,

as function of distance downstream from the branch inlet, is

shown in Fig. 3(c). The maximum value VRm is typically much

larger than the target value of VR. The maximum value de-

creases rapidly from the inlet but the rate of decrease di-

minishes rapidly as the relative difference in speed between

the flow perturbation caused by the buoyant inlet and the

mainline decreases, and shear induced mixing is suppressed.

The volume fraction of hydrogen at the pipe wall surface is

shown in Fig. 4 for contrasting dilution factors (at t ¼ 5 s). For

low dilution factors ðD < 0:3Þ, the hydrogen is confined to the

upper portion of the pipe and that the pipe is exposed to pure

hydrogen a distances greater than ~ d1 downstream of the

injection point. When D ¼ 0:3, the hydrogen jet interacts with

the opposite wall with the hydrogen concentration higher on

the lower inner surface.

The characteristics of the pipe surface hydrogen concen-

tration is shown in Fig. 5 which contrasts the instantaneous

(Fig. 5(a)) and average (Fig. 5(b)) wall concentrations. Central to

the degree of mixing is the location of the highest hydrogen
1. The geometrical configuration is shown along with the T

th T2 ¼ 303K. (b) Mean and rms streamwise velocity in the

t, compared with the experimental measurements.
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Fig. 3 e The sequence indicates the influence of dilution factor on the distribution of hydrogen in the flow interior. In (a), the

instantaneous dstribution of hydrogen volume fraction VR is shown and contrasts with the time averaged distribution VRm

in (b). The maximum of VR as a function of distance z from the branch inlet is plotted for different dilution factors in (c).

Fig. 4 e Inclined view of flow hydrogen injected into a methane main line for dilution factors D ¼ 0:0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The

molar fraction or volume fraction VR of hydrogen on the pipe wall is plotted as a colour map. The pipe ratio diameters are d2/

d1 ¼ 1/4. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
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concentration - whether it occurs on the surface of the pipe or

the flow interior. Fig. 5(c) shows a comparison between the

interior and wall bounded maximum concentrations obtained

from Figs. 3(b) and 4(b). Themaximumhydrogen concentration

occurs within the flow interior near the injection point with the

oscillatorymovement of the side jet (as evident in Fig. 4) leading

to a reduction of the average concentration rather than due to

dilution through entrainment. Beyond approximately � 2d1
downstream of the branch, the maximum of the average

hydrogen concentration occurs at the wall mainly as a conse-

quence of buoyancy effects. The average hydrogen concentra-

tion on the wall provides a measure of the exposure of pipe

material to hydrogen.

Influence of branch pipe diameter

The influence of a larger diameter pipe branch is shown in

Fig. 6(a,i). The immediate consequence is clear e increasing

the pipe diameter decreases the exit velocity and since the
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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momentum fluxMR has a strong dependence on velocity, the

penetrative distance is greatly reduced. Although the exit

velocity u2 increases by a factor of 6 (from D ¼ 0:05 to 0.3), the

shedding frequency in Fig. 6(a,i) has a relatively weak

dependence on D. The snap shots give an appearance of a

steady near field, however, they have captured the shedding

process at a similar stage in the cycle. The coherent vortices

shed into the pipe flow interior, that contain a high con-

centration of hydrogen, are quickly accelerated to the mean

ambient flow. Further downstream, the relative speed be-

tween the vortices, that contain hydrogen, and the ambient

flow, decreases and the buoyant regions have a stronger

tendency to rise in the pipe.

Influence of pipe orientation

Fig. 6(b) show the influence of Hillside injection. Since the

injected flow slows more rapidly as it interacts more strongly

with the side wall, the concentration of hydrogen on the wall
en into a natural gas pipeline, International Journal of Hydrogen
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Fig. 5 e (a) Variation of the maximum volume fraction of hydrogen VR (on the wall of the mainline) with distance from the

branch inlet. The curves denote the (b) The instantaneous volume fraction of hydrogen on the surface of the pipe is shown

for volumetric dilution factor D ¼ 0:05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The surface of the pipe is unwrapped. The separation of the vertical

lines show the distance 2d1.

Fig. 6 e Summary of the influence of changing the branch geometry on the surface and interior concentration of hydrogen.

In (a) the effects of a larger branch top-side inlet (d2/d1 ¼ 1/2), (b) a Hillside inlet (d2/d1 ¼ 1/2) and (c) bottom-side inlet are

shown.
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is larger than in the case of direct vertical injection. The

effectiveness of mixing by Hillside injection is reduced by the

jet buoyancy andwall drag both acting in opposite direction to

the momentum flux of the inlet jet.
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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Fig. 6(c) shows the influence of bottom-side injection on

mixing. Buoyancy forces and momentum flux are orientated

in the same direction, leading to the hydrogen mixture rise to

the top surface of the pipe and a reduction of the hydrogen
en into a natural gas pipeline, International Journal of Hydrogen
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concentration on the lower wall. The rise of the mixed

hydrogen through themethane enhancesmixing compared to

top-side injection. At the lowest D, the hydrogen layer rises

through the layer of methane towards the top surface, while

for higher dilution factors and faster injection speed leads to a

pure hydrogen impinging on the top pipe wall.

Fig. 7(a) shows how the average maximum wall concen-

tration varies for bottom-side injection and different dilution

factors. In the near field, the hydrogen for the lowest dilution

rate ðD ¼ 0:05Þ, rises leading to a rapid reduction on the lower

wall. For D ¼ 0:1, the near jet penetration distance is limited

by the incident flow, pushing the hydrogen along the wall,

causing it to interact with the lower wall and a higher con-

centration than for lower, and higher, dilution factors. For

D>0:1, the unsteady shedding and subsequent rise, leads to

mixing and lower concentrations on the pipe wall. To under-

stand how these values relate to the target hydrogen con-

centration, the ratio of the hydrogen concentration to the

target value (VR,T) are plotted in Fig. 7(b); a value of

R ¼ VRm=VR;T ¼ 1 provides a measure of mixing. Fig. 7(b),

shows that at 8 pipe diameters from the injection point, the

maximum hydrogen concentration at the wall varies from 4.4

to 1.6 times the target hydrogen volume concentration, as the

target varies from 5% to 20%.
Implications for hydrogen injection into pipes

Near field

The well-documented occurrence of hydrogen embrittlement

in steels and the modelling results presented here, clearly

indicate that there will be an increased susceptibility to

component failure in and around hydrogen injection points.

The susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement is a function of

hydrogen concentration and our model has revealed hydrogen

concentrations that far exceed the average dilution factors

(Fig. 6). The fact that high concentrations have been shown to

occur close to the inner surface of pipelinematerial is of further

concern as is the knowledge that the codes extending the use of
Fig. 7 e (a) The variation of average maximum hydrogen concen

(b) Ratio of the average maximum wall concentration to target

side branch. The horizontal dashed line is perfect mixing.
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pipes to mixed gas delivery may not explicitly recognise the

inhomogeneities that we have seen. There are two challenges

which must be addressed separately:

(a) Side branch pipe - the presence of high pressure pure

hydrogen means that material selection is critical here.

This could be achieved using steel pipe with a thicker

wall thickness or switching to fiberglass pipe system

designs or lined steel pipes.

(b) Header pipe - the results highlight the need to mix the

hydrogen near the injection point. The sweep over

different injection configurations suggests that simple

changes to the inlet point are not sufficient to accom-

plish uniform mixing. This could be accomplished with

a passive inline mixers, such as a porous plate.

Design selection and implications

The choice of pipe dimensions are specified in design codes,

for example ASME B31.3 (Pressure Design of Piping Compo-

nents) [10], which places constraints on wall thickness and

internal pressure when hydrogen is present. This reflects the

fact that crack growth rates increase by a factor of 104 at low

levels of hydrogen ð <5%Þ but become less sensitive at higher

concentrations. Hydrogen interacts with the internal struc-

ture of steels via a diffusive process which is extremely slow

typically DH2 � 10�11m2=s. The long timescale for hydrogen

interaction with steel pipes (with thickness DR) is set by a

diffusive time t � DR2=DH2 � ð10�2 mÞ2=ð10�11 m2 s�1
� ¼ 107s,

or 4 months, highlighting that the consequence of material

changes due to hydrogen embrittlement, will occur over

years.

Traditionally the pressure (pi, without hydrogen), mass flux

and material selection constraints dictate pipe diameter (d2)

and wall thickness (DR). Here the inverse question remains for

a piping network that is to be repurposed to carry hydrogen -

given the pipe diameter, material selection and wall thick-

ness, what constraints are placed on the system, specifically

the gas pressure with hydrogen ph. A traditional design se-

lection defines a minimum pipe wall thickness
tration on the pipe wall ðVRmÞ for the bottom-side injection.

value VR,T, as a function of downstream distance from the

en into a natural gas pipeline, International Journal of Hydrogen
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Table 1 e Mandatory factor Mf for carbon steel pipes at
pressures less than 6.9 MPa (or 1000 psi). Taken from
Tables IXe5B Carbon Steel Piping Materials Performance,
p. 215 [10].

Range of Tensile strength (ksi) � 70 ð70; 75� (75, 80] (80, 90]

Yields stress (ksi) � 52 � 56 � 65 � 80

Mf 1.0 0.930 0.839 0.715
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DRþ c; (12)

where DR is determined from

DR ¼ pid1

2ðSEMf þ p1YÞ; (13)

(when DR < d2/6), pi is the internal gage pressure, and S (Tables

IXe1A) is the stress value for the pipe material, and an

offset c that is comprised of a sum of mechanical allowances

for corrosion and erosion. The minimum wall thickness (or

the nearest thickness) is usually chosen due to cost con-

straints. The factors E (Tables IXe2 or Tables IXe3A, p. 204),Mf

(see Table 1) and Y aremeasures that depend on quality factor

(mandatory Appendix IX, p.180). Mf addresses the loss of

material ductility in hydrogen services (Tables IXe5B Carbon

Steel PipingMaterials Performance, p. 215). Since the pipewall

thickness is currently fixed, the maximum internal pressure

that can be set in the presence of hydrogen becomes

ph ¼ 2SEMfDR

p1 � DR
: (14)

or

ph ¼ piMf : (15)

This means that pipe designs close to theminimum thickness

envelope (13) would require a reduction in the operating

pressure by a factor of Mf (see Table 1). This needs to be taken

into account for steels with yields stress greater than 52 ksi.
Conclusion

We have explored the implications of hydrogen injection via a

T-junction into a natural gas pipe using a computational

model. The relationship between the target blend volume

fraction VR and local parameters are described by (2, 3) and (6),

which shows that the blend ratio is primarily determined, but

not wholly, by the volumetric dilution effect.

The low molecular mass of hydrogen has two important

effects on the injection process: (a) the inertia of the injected

gas stream is low so that penetration is limited, and (b) the

hydrogen is buoyant and tends to be stratified. Both effects

lead to higher hydrogen concentration near the top section of

the pipe. An analysis of the different pipe injection configu-

rations indicates that mixing is greatest when injected from

the bottom so that hydrogen has the potential to rise through

the pipe flow. The maldistribution of hydrogen has implica-

tions for concentrated embrittlement of the pipe wall. It has

been noted that embrittlement is significant near welds. To
Please cite this article as: Eames I et al., Injection of gaseous hydrog
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promote mixing, it is recommended to use a passive inflow

mixer.

The computational model provides a leading order

description of these process which are dominated by the in-

jection process and buoyancy effects. The inlet conditions are

set as uniform inlet profiles which neglect the effect of tur-

bulence generated by the pipe walls or upstream infrastruc-

ture (such as valves or bends). These additional processes will

enhance mixing process and so the model provides an indi-

cation of the worst case scenario.

An analysis of ASME code of practice indicates that X52

carbon steel could be operated with hydrogen blends. High

tensile steels, being more susceptible to embrittlement,

require a reduction of static line pressure, by 7% for X56 and

16% for X65. In contrast, the competing demand to maintain a

constant energy density (per unit volume) following the

introduction of hydrogen, will likely require an increase in

static pressure [9]. The contrasting demands of the pipe

network safety and the user energy demands will certainly

need to be addressed in the future.

Our analysis has shown that the injection of pure

gaseous hydrogen into a methane pipeline leads to

hydrogen concentrations on wall near the injection branch

much higher than the average concentration. The low

hydrogen density means that buoyancy plays an important

role in maintaining hydrogen stratified downstream of the

injection points. Both factors mean that the poor mixing of

hydrogen following its injection into methane or natural gas

can significantly raise the risk of component failure and

pipeline rupture. To ensure that the energy flux of a

hydrogen blend delivered to customers is maintained, either

the gas flow rate or pressure must be increased, which in-

creases the risk of fatigue due to acoustic-induced vibration.

Our future work is centered around assessing this com-

pound risks.
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